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Ram Brewery : your reference PDU/1519a/01

I understand you are preparing a report to advise the Mayor on what action to take 
following the decision to approve the application to develop the Ram Brewery site. I am 
writing to reiterate our concern at the omission of reference to the current Local Plan in the 
GLA report 6 March 2013 , to question the economic viability argument for the tall building 
put forward in the report to committee Paper no: 13-489A, and to advise you of our 
concerns relating to what we consider to be the misrepresentation of the views of English 
Heritage in that report. 

Local Plan
We wrote (16 June 2013) to draw your attention to changes in the Local Plan following the 
previous application in 2008, in particular the introduction of the SSAD with its crucial 
comment that the site is sensitive to tall buildings. The height at which a development on 
the site will be considered to be tall is 5 storeys …. 

We should be pleased if you would re-examine the conclusions in your report referenced 
to the Local Plan current at the time of the application.

Economic viability
In the report to committee the tower is reported to be necessary for the viability of the 
scheme (page 38 and para 7.13 page 59) . We have not seen the independent viability 
assessment submitted with the application. We  are concerned that assessment may have 
been used erroneously to justify the inclusion of the tall building. We understand that the 
primary purpose of such viability assessments is to demonstrate the reasonableness of 
planning obligations. It is not clear to us that it is a satisfactory means of demonstrating the 
necessity of a particular type or form of development.

The independent viability assessment used may not be the toolkit described in the GLA 
Affordable Housing - Development Control Toolkit : Guidance notes (2012), but if it is 
similar then the main applications in section A1 do not include providing a justification for 
the built form of development, particularly where the applicant can chose the balance of 
commercial and residential use.
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And we are concerned that as described on page 9 of the Guidance notes the 
independent viability assessment may have been ‘turned on its head’.

It is possible for the Toolkit to model an approach where the land acquisition cost is 
used as a driver for the viability calculation. This is an approach which is similar to that 
being promoted by the RICS. Users will be need to be aware that this approach 
effectively “turns the model on its head”, and determines that policy requirements are 
the ‘residual’ in the calculation and open to being ‘squeezed’ by developers who have 
not reflected policy in their bid for land.

English Heritage
We have reported to English Heritage that we are concerned that the summaries and 
opinions on English Heritage's responses do not accurately reflect their views and 
consequently may mislead the committee. As Simon Hickman is presently on holiday  we 
have written to Timothy Jones -
I refer you to page 65 - paragraph 7.25 of the report.

English Heritage’s expert advice is that there will be harm to the significance of 
All Saints Church and Church Row, all grade II*listed buildings, arising from the 
proposed 36 storey tower and the central buildings that will appear behind the listed 
buildings. However, in the view of English Heritage the harm in both cases will not be 
substantial.

Whereas in your letter 10 May 2013 you say
… believe that the proposals cause substantial harm to the setting of the Grade II* 
listed buildings of All Saints' Church and Church Row, and the 
Wandsworth Town Conservation Area.

We urge your council to seek further amendments to these proposals in order 
to mitigate against the substantial harm it will cause to the historic environment.

and your letter 3 July 2013
No alterations have been made to the proposed 36-storey tower in these 
amended proposals and, as proposed, the tower will harm the significance of the Grade 
II* listed All Saints Church and Church Row by adversely affecting their setting,

Conclusion
Again reiterating our letter 16 June 2013, irrespective of the merits of this tall building we 
are at a loss to understand how the close proximity of a 36-storey tall building can fail to 
cause substantial harm to the setting of All Saints’ church, Church Row, the brewery 
buildings, Wentorth House and the town centre conservation area. It may have been 
moved, but in order not to cause substantial harm it would have to be remote from the site. 
The significant context of this site is the listed buildings in and around it. The context of the 
tall buildings of the Southside centre is an example of what not to do rather than a 
rationale for another tall building. We believe the Inspector’s comments which you quote in 
paragraph 65 remain relevant to this application.

We believe this development fails to meet London Plan policies on tall buildings and the 
protection of heritage assets and that the Mayor should be recommended to refuse the 
application.

Many thanks

Peter Farrow


